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Abstract— In this paper, we present recognize the logo using 

context dependent approach. Recognize query image by 

matching the query image with reference image one with 

respect to their pixel intensities. The matched interest points 

are denoted by geometrical lines between the two images 

representing the same pixel intensity. The smoothness of 

matching result is controlled by a regularization term. The 

reference and query images are matched by these mixing of 

the energy function the SIFT features are known in an 

efficient way from this method. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Logo recognition is important for brand advertising 

applications and it discovers either improper or non-

authorized use of logos. An effective logo recognition 

method for detect logos in a high-motion sports videos. The 

central issues of this technology are fast localization and 

accurate matching and unveil the malicious use of logos that 

have small variation with respect to the original. A novel 

solution for logo matching and recognition based on 

Context-Dependent Similarity (CDS) kernel is proposed and 

it’s able to match and recognize multiple instances of 

multiple reference logos in image archives. Query logo and 

reference logo images consist of spatial context of local 

features like interest points, regions. The similarity matching 

is based on three terms: 1) Minimization terms refer to the 

distance between two points. 2) Context criterion refers to 

coherence of alignments in the target logo and query logo 

images. High alignment scores are considered. 3) 

Regularization criterion refers to the probability distribution 

of interest points. Near duplicate logos as well as logos with 

some variability in their appearance can be recognized. This 

method has high probability of success of matching and 

recognition. 

II. SYSTEM MODEL 

A simplified system model is depicted in following Fig. 1. 

1) Reference logo: Firstly system requires the reference 

logo for reorganization and detection of logo. 

2) Test logo: Test logo is captured using web camera or 

scanner from product and documents. 

3) Context dependent similarity algorithm: It used for 

processing the function such as extract list of interested 

point, compute context, similarity diffusion process 

and adjutancy matrix model. 

 Extract list of interested point: This list consist of the 

region of interest point. 

 Compute context: It consist of comparison of reference 

logo interested point and test image interested points. 

 Similarity diffusion process: It gives the matching 

interested point between reference logo image and test 

image. 

 Adjutancy matrix model: It used to perform the 

remaining and other interested point reference logo 

image and test image.   

 
Fig. 1: Logo matching and recognition system 

The system model evaluated using MATLAB 

software tools and the CDS algorithm. The result of above 

system checked & displayed by developing GUI. 

III. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

Given a query logo instance and a database of detected 

logos, our goal of logo matching is to compute an effective 

ranked list for logos in the database. By constructing the list 

of best matching logos, we effectively retrieve the set of 

documents from the same organizational entities. 

A. Corner Regions 

Each frame is subdivided in 3:5:3 proportions horizontally 

and vertically into nine regions and the four corner regions 

are selected.  

B. Edge Detection 

Edge detection method especially due to its two 

thresholding. Canny's method uses two thresholds to detect 

strong and weak edges, and includes the weak edges in the 

output only if they are connected to strong edges.  

C. Logo Persistence 

The presence of a logo is corroborated if the edges persist 

from frame to frame. To this effect, a given percentage of 

the edge pixels comprised in the mask region at time t-1 

should survive at time t.  

D. Thresholding 

The time-averaged edge field is binaries via hysteresis 

thresholding method. First strong edges are obtained with a 

high threshold value, and then weak edges are included 

provided they are connected to strong edges. 
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E. Morphological Operations 

Apply closing to merge neighboring pixel groups, hole 

filling to prevent deformation of logo mask after opening, 

and finally opening to remove noise in the background.  

F. Shape Constraints 

TV logos possess typical shape characteristics the basic ones 

being the limited ranges of their area and aspect ratio. These 

constraints are used to eliminate improbable shapes. 

Furthermore logos should be sufficiently distanced from 

frame boundaries.  

G. Logo Mask Stability 

The final check consists in the stability of the logo which 

means that the candidate mask should not change beyond a 

tolerance in area, in its coordinates and in the size of the 

bounding box throughout the logo search sequence.  

 
Fig. 2: GUI for logo is Genuine 

 
Fig. 3: GUI for logo is Fake 

IV. CONCLUSION 

A new solution for logo recognition which is based on 

context dependent similarity that directly incorporates the 

spatial context of local features. It is suitable to detect 

similarities and differences between both near and duplicate 

logos by intensity matching. The solution is proved to be 

highly effective and responds to the requirements of logo 

detection and recognition in real world images. 
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